Mission 90210!

Goal - Become an accomplished guide for a company that provides aerial tours of Hollywood.

Your job: You're responsible for flying over specific points of interest in the Hollywood/Los Angeles area using charts and dead reckoning. Your missions would start easy with quick trips across major landmarks including the classic Hollywood sign and major motion picture studios. After you've built up a reputation as an efficient and safe pilot, your responsibilities would increase to tours that stretch into the Hollywood Hills as you show tourists where celebrities live and play.

Bonus: Once you have a grasp of the area and have become top dog at the company, you get hired away by a tabloid magazine! You're now part of the paparazzi world! Not only are they paying you big bucks, but you're getting your own helicopter with missions to find and snap pictures of celebrities. One mission may be to fly over Pamela Anderson's home and snap a photo of her laying out by the pool. Another may be to find Brad Pitt's red Corvette flying down Highway 1 and snap a picture. You get paid by the pictures, and that pay maintains your helicopter, so you don't want to fool around!

Aircraft: Any GA 4-seater would do, like a Cessna Skyhawk, plus the bonus helicopter.

Scenery: This would obviously require some additional scenery of housing, buildings, cars and people.

There it is! Fun contest, thanks!